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Rector
We are delighted to welcome Gavin
McLellan to the school as Development
Director and look forward to working
with him to establish a lasting legacy to
mark the school’s centenary in 2020.
We have had two reunion events in the
school as the Journal has gone to press.
As always, it has been a pleasure to welcome everyone back and
to share their memories and their delight at how the school has
transformed over the years.
Likewise it is always a pleasure when former pupils drop by for
a visit or are stimulated to write in by something they have read
in the Journal. Please keep coming.
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Thank you to the pupils from the Higher photography class
who captured the 80th reunion lunch. Some of the work of
last year’s class is featured on pages 26-27. Also featured is Ben
Aitken’s portfolio for Higher Art which was awarded 100%
by the examiners. Congratulations to Ben and also to Hannah
Drummond on winning a Gold Medal in the Glasgow Museums
art competitions. Hannah’s rendering of The Harpy features on
the back cover.
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The Swire Chinese Language Centre at Jordanhill has been a
great success with all pupils from P5 to S1 learning Mandarin
along with some senior pupils and staff. Ten pupils participated
in the summer immersion course organised by the Confucius
Institute for Scotland’s Schools, while 26 pupils and 4 staff will
be visiting China for two weeks in October. Recently the new
Primary 7 visited the Scottish Parliament and having studied
Mandarin for 3 weeks felt emboldened enough to try and
converse with a group of Chinese visitors while waiting to enter.
They then started to chant their numbers and sing songs much
to the delight of the visitors who joined in!
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It is one year also since Mr McCall took up the post as Director
of Sport.The sports update provides a snapshot of the multitude
of activities and successes in the past year. Pupils and colleagues
also report on the huge number of events and trips which took
place in the summer term. Together these offer a real sense of
the vitality and excitement of much of school life. I wish to thank
all the staff who contribute to their success and parents whose
support is also crucial.
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Introducing our New Development Director
I feel very honoured to be entrusted with establishing the first development
office at Jordanhill School. Following 16 years in charity fundraising, notably as
Appeal Director for the Riverside Museum, I am very excited about this new
challenge.
It’s a very exciting time to be joining in the life of Jordanhill as our centenary in
2020 approaches and to seek opportunities for funding and support towards
our ambitious plans for the future.
In recent weeks I’ve received such a great welcome from staff, parents and
former pupils. It was remarkable to have some time with a group of FP
ladies celebrating an 80th birthday and sharing in their reminiscences of life
at Jordanhill. A further early bonus has been to spend some time with the reunion of 1967 leavers. It
is really exceptional that former pupils return after 50 years and share their stories of inspiration and
impact throughout their lives.
Fundraising is not new to Jordanhill, there has been outstanding generosity shown by notable former
pupils. These gifts have enabled scholarship funding to support post-graduate study at elite universities
in the USA, support for medical students and other bequests towards extra-curricular needs. We have
also benefited from significant and crucial major funders who contributed towards the South campus and
SWIRE Chinese language centre.
Building on this for the future, and particularly as our centenary approaches, will be exciting and
challenging. However, it is a shared endeavour and I am very keen to ensure everyone connected with
Jordanhill can make their contribution to ensure a lasting legacy for future generations of learners.
Much more on this to come early next year as our strategy takes shape.
Gavin McLellan

Jordanhill School FP Rugby Lunch
Annual Christmas Lunch
Hughenden
Saturday 16th December 12.00 for 12.15
Supporters and former players of Jordanhill School, the FP rugby team and of Hillhead Jordanhill
are invited to the Hillhead Jordanhill RFC annual Christmas lunch at Hughenden on Saturday
16th December 12.00 for 12.15.
There will be a speaker and an opportunity
to watch a League match against Murrayfield
Wanderers. Cost £25
If you wish to attend please contact Mike
Paterson
E. mike_j_paterson@yahoo.co.uk
T. 0141 942 9023
Jordanhill School
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China Immersion 2017

tea and where it comes from which was very
interesting.

On the 26th of July 2017, ten pupils and Mrs Fortune
from Jordanhill, along with 112 other pupils and staff
from all over Scotland, set off on a three-week Summer
Immersion Course organised by the Confucius Institute
for Scotland Schools.

On our second day, we visited a famous local food
factory where we had a tour and tasted some
of their products including a pancake filled with
flower petals which are usually eaten with tea.

Below our participants share their experiences in China.

Mandarin learning

Every morning, for the week we stayed in Tian Jin, we
spent a few hours in language classes. Mandarin is such
a unique language as the same word can have many
different meanings depending on the tone of your voice
when you say it. We learned some basic greetings, how
to talk about ourselves including our age, nationality and
our family and learned phrases that would come in really
useful when shopping. Over the week we also learnt the
lyrics to a popular song in China, so we could perform it
at the closing ceremony at the end of the week- that was
really embarrassing but also really fun.
Our teachers were so nice, and we were really grateful
that they were so understanding because we were all
complete beginners. They also prepared us really well for
our test at the end of the week, to the point where we
were all really confident that we knew what we were doing. At the end of the week, on the day we left
Tian Jin, our teaching assistant Wendy made us all bracelets as there’s a big gift-giving culture in China.
That was really nice of her.
Learning Mandarin in China, without any experience of learning the language, was pretty daunting for us.
It was a really amazing experience though, and we were all really grateful for the chance to learn a tiny bit
of a language that’s perceived as so complex, yet so important in our world today. We’re really excited to
keep on learning Mandarin back in Glasgow.
Kate Greenshields and Maya Zealey

Cultural Activities

Every day after our Mandarin lessons we had culture classes to improve our knowledge of China. These
were a great way to try our hands at new crafts and activities, some of which were harder than we
thought.
Our first lesson was Chinese knotting which proved difficult for most of us. Our teacher was very patient
with us when we made mistakes but after one or two tries most of us successfully finished our knots.
Chinese knots are for good luck and our finished ones looked great and were definitely worth the
trouble we had making them. We also tried our hands at calligraphy which our teacher made look easy
but our attempts were not very neat. It requires a very steady hand and a lot of patience so we found
it difficult to make it look good. Eventually we were given characters to trace which turned out looking
very good, even if it is cheating! We also took part in a tea ceremony and had white tea to try. It was
quite bitter so not many of us liked it but some went back for seconds. We also learnt a bit about the
4
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That same day, we tried out Chinese chess back
at the university. The game is played on a normal
chess board with round black and white pieces
which are put on the points where the lines of the
chess board cross. The rules were explained to
us and then we had a try ourselves. The aim is to
surround an opponent’s piece completely which
was actually very difficult but we had a lot of fun
attempting to beat each other.
We also, with the kitchen staff, had the chance
to make dumplings which we ate for dinner later.
Ours were filled with pumpkin and the woman
showing us rolled the dough and filled the
dumplings very quickly and neatly. Our attempts
were not nearly as neat, but we definitely had fun
making them.
Later on in our stay in Tianjin we went to an
opera house and watching a performance of a
song accompanied by some of the instruments
that we had had demonstrated to us during a
lecture on Chinese instruments and it was really
interesting to see them used in an opera. After
the performance we went outside and each group
did a different activity. Our group did a routine
with a stick which we then performed in front of
the other groups. Ours was really fun to do and
we really enjoyed being on the stage in the opera
house. We also did some Tai Chi which was very
relaxing, but we found remembering some of the
sequences difficult so we also played some games
based on Tai Chi which we really enjoyed.
All of our lessons were really interesting and we
all learnt a lot about China and its culture.
Gillian Foote, Rachael Banks and Kira Foster

Jordanhill School
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Food

The food in China was an unforgettable
experience.
There’s a very clear difference from our typical
British cuisine and authentic Chinese cuisine; from
the pancakes to the tea.
On the first few nights in Tianjin University, we had
the chance to experience a Chinese buffet, there
was everything from spring rolls to fried noodles.
During one of our cultural classes, we got a chance
to experience a tea ceremony. China is regarded
proudly as the home of tea. We were told that
each kind of tea requires a unique tea set to infuse
the best flavour. The sets mainly include teacup, pot
and saucer, and the ones used at the ceremony
cost around £1,000. The tea used was also very
expensive and so good that most of us finished it.
We also got a chance to visit a local Tesco, and
they had a whole aisle for Ramen noodles; a few of
us bought the worlds spiciest noodles.
During our host family visit, we were lucky that
one of the students’ aunt owned a pancake stand
and she made us Chinese pancakes which were
completely different from our typical pancakes;
they were very thin and green, but tasted much
better than ours. They also hosted a BBQ, which
was a weird experience. The roasted tofu covered
in BBQ sauce was amazing. We were all completely
full at the end of the day.
Although, the food was very different and an
amazing experience, after 3 weeks of Chinese food
- we were craving for homemade food!
Zaynab Ahmed

Meeting New People

The immersion course provided great
opportunities to meet new people both within
the Jordanhill hub and other schools on the same
trip. It also provided the possibility of making some
Chinese friends.
Our first real opportunity to meet people on
the trip was on the plane journeys to China, two
7-hour flights. As Jordanhill pupils were not all
seated together, it gave us a brilliant opportunity to
get to know the people around us.
Before going on the trip, we had all found out who
6
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we were sharing a room with and I learned I was sharing a room
with somebody I had never met before from Balfron Academy and
I was very excited to finally meet him. As Morgan was also sharing
a room with someone from Balfron we soon got to know the
Balfron bunch really well.
Bus journeys were our favourite times to talk to others while also
listening to music carefully chosen by our designated DJ Enrique.
The other group we got to know well was a school from Shetland
with whom we shared our Mandarin lessons.
During the trip we got to know so many people such as
volunteers at Tianjin Foreign Studies University, tour guides,
teachers from other schools, hotel staff, bus drivers and so many
others.
Apart from making friends with those from Scotland, we also
made some good Chinese friends. The host family visits gave us
the chance to meet new Chinese students as well as flex our
shaky Mandarin skills. The students who took us to their homes
were very welcoming and friendly. It was interesting to compare
school life in China with that of Scotland. Some of us also found it
particularly enjoyable to make friends on the basketball court next
to our accommodation in Tianjin, as it was a brilliant way to meet
students from the university and also to practise our Mandarin.
David Little, Enrique Murio-Fernandez and Kamran Hussain

Shopping

My advice to any shopaholic planning a trip to China is bring a
huge suitcase with plenty of room to fill with great buys and be
ready to bargain.
I learnt all about this while I was away in China for the summer immersion course. My experience of
China was amazing and I would like to share a snapshot of the three weeks with you. From the breath
taking views from our language classroom in Tianjin, interesting food in Qufu, world famous landmarks in
Beijing and of course my favourite part the many markets and fab shopping.
The shopping started in Tianjin when we went to a cultural market street and the first thing I bought
was a real slick Chinese styled robe. I wasn’t confident enough yet to bargain, but with the help of my
partner in crime Zaynab, we got it for one hundred yuan which is the equivalent of ten pounds. We
had been told lots of great things about the famous pearl market in Beijing and I had been saving my
money for that day. The pearl market is a six story shopping mall filled with traditional Chinese tea sets
to fake Michael Kors bags and Kylie Jenner makeup. It has something for everyone. Not only was I saving
my money but I had learnt some great bargaining tricks along the way. Within 10 minutes of being in
the markets I had already been called cheeky, and had a gentle slap by one of the shopkeepers selling
Chinese and Japanese skincare products. I soon realised that I had bought too much stuff and my own
suitcase was nowhere near big enough to fit everything in. It was my mission to find a stylish suitcase,
which costs no more than seventy yuan (just under seven pounds). After being shouted at, called stupid
and chased down the escalator, I succeeded in bargaining my way to sixty five Yuan for a chic rose gold
suitcase. To make me feel even better, later when talking to Mrs Fortune back in Scotland she told me
that a teacher on the trip payed two hundred and fifty Yuan for the exact same suitcase. What can I say?
Morgan Francis
Jordanhill School
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A Grandfather’s Tale
To my great delight and surprise, I received a copy
of the March 2016 edition of the Journal from the
much loved daughter of my late school friend Billy
Jack.
I was totally taken aback to see my 9 year
old self in a class photograph - an experience
which opened up so many happy memories. To
recognise so many faces from so long ago was a
very emotional experience indeed.

Admitted 		
2/09/1935
Left			26/05/1939
Re Admitted
4/09/1944
Left			30/06/1948
Montgomery House Captain 1948
Rugby Team 1st XV 1947 & 1948
Swimming Team 1947
Married Janet Dalton Bowes in 1956

In 1939 we lived in Scotstoun, but moved to Bearsden a couple of years later. I have clear memories of
cycling to and from school over the ‘switchback’ road.
Following the Clydebank bombing my parents sent my sister and me to stay with grandparents in
Perthshire. On return I spent a year at Bearsden Academy before being readmitted to Jordanhill.

I left Jordanhill in 1947 and was extremely fortunate to secure a place the following year at Ross Hall
Hotel School then part of the Commercial College. I was one of the first entrants and on finishing the
two year course followed by the inevitable two years National Service I embarked on a career that has
sustained me until today. I am still active helping part-time as guest relations manager - a role I enjoy
greatly.
I have always written stories and verse even being
published in the school magazine.
My attic was and still is full of my writings. Billy kept
telling me to publish to no avail until after he passed
away since when I have self-published two books.
While these are sold solely through the Kingsmill Hotel,
to my surprise over 2,000 have been purchased by guests.
And the perfect ending? The illustrator Jennifer Kerr is Billy
Jack’s granddaughter.

I am utterly delighted by the memories and emotions stirred by the Journal - fate indeed! My life has
been filled by the many benefits of being privileged to spend so many years at Jordanhill.
Bill Sloan
Kingsmill Hotel, Inverness

Scottish Hotel School - Ross Hall

Rugby 1st XV 1948
Back Row - Mr Walker | W. H. MacLeod | I. Fischbacher | J. C. Goldie | A. F. McFarlane |
R. McInnes | F. Stirling | J. Marshall | Mr Dodds
Middle - D. D. Hart | G. Mackie | W. Jack (Vice-captain) | D. R. McKenna (Captain)
Front - W. G. Sloan | A. Quinn | D. T. Howie
A seismic moment on my first day back was when Billy Jack approached me and asked “Can you run?”.
Thus began a close, precious, hilarious, lifelong friendship despite never living near each other, but visiting,
phoning and, as our families will testify, always laughing.
Bill was a precious and irreplaceable factor in my life until he succumbed to cancer some years ago. He
lives on in my life today through a joyous relationship with his family.
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Founded in 1944 as part of the
Glasgow and West of Scotland
Commercial College, the Scottish
Hotel School was based at Ross
Hall from 1948 to 1981. In 1963
the School was absorbed by the
University of Strathclyde and tourism
was added to hotel and hospitality
management as a study option. A
move to new purpose-built premises
on the main campus took place in
1982, thus integrating the department
more fully into the Strathclyde
Business School.
In 1983 Ross Hall opened as
Ross Hall, photographed c 1970 when being used as the Scottish Hotel
Scotland’s biggest private hospital.
School.The Victorian mansion was originally built for shipbuilding magnate
The provision of private medical
Sir Frederick Lobnitz.
services as an alternative to
the NHS was a controversial
development, attracting protests and demonstrations. But at the end of its first year, chairman Sir William
Gray was able to claim success with 2,000 operations and 4,000 outpatient visits. Ross Hall continues to
thrive as an independent hospital.
Jordanhill School
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girls@80

Studies in the City

A group of ‘us girls who went to School together’
normally meet once a year for lunch. Some of us,
believe it or not, started on the same day in 1942
in Rothley Tennis Club on Anniesland Road (as
there were soldiers in the School) and left on the
same day in 1955.
As this year marks the 80th birthday of all of us,
we thought we should try to do something special
and during a brainstorming lunch in 2016, we
decided to ask if we could come back to school.
So I wrote to the Rector to ask if there might
be a room where we could meet over lunch. To
my great surprise and delight, I got a reply from
Sheena Hamilton, the Depute Bursar, to say that
we could certainly come to the school. We would
arrive about noon and have a tour of the school,
the Librarian would mount a special exhibition for
us and we would then have a two-course lunch
with tea/coffee and tablet - all at a cost of £15.00
per head, which would not make a huge dint on
our pensions!
And thus it was that 20 octogenarian teenagers
descended on Jordanhill on 14 September. We
were given a tour by charming pupils from Primary
7 and then went down to what was in our day the
Play Room, to see the exhibition of memorabilia
and enjoy our lunch.
It is impossible to thank the school enough for
our wonderful welcome, for the extra touches
(welcome from the Rector, menus, place
cards, etc.) and for the excellent lunch with
complementary wines or soft drinks. Even 20
grumpy old women could not find a single fault!
It was a pure pleasure to deal with the school,
especially Sheena who coordinated it all, and the
enthusiasm of all the ‘old girls’ for the idea was
unbounded. If anyone is thinking of organising
a similar event, I say - go for it. You will have so
much fun putting it together, and that is but an
overture to your enjoyment when the great day
comes around.
Myra Lawson
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80th Birthday Girls
Back row left to right: Anne (Kinnear) Roddick | Jean (Nichol) Moore | Anne (McLellan) Muir |
Sheena (McDiarmid) Linda | Dinah (Gordon) Cochran | Grace (Heavisides) Sadler |
Joan (Kerr) Hamilton | Irene (McGlasson) Couper) | Margaret (Clarke) Cameron |
Jean (Dickson) Adair | Jean (Wood) Smith | Edith Fleming
Seated, left to right: Helen (Hay) Bennet | Anne (Strang) Carey | Marie (Pringle) Spencer |
Myra (McArthur) Lawson | Margaret (Miller) Laing | Helen (Inglis) Hutchison |
Nancy (Reid) Hughes | Ann (Donald) Grieve
Jordanhill School
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Class of ’67: 50 Year Reunion
My cabby insisted on driving me right to the front
steps, though I really wanted to walk through the
school gates once more. He was awed that I was
one of a group about to celebrate half a century
of separation from its former alma mater, and
wouldn’t hear of allowing me to walk the last few
hundred yards.
I had less time then to review the red sandstone
and sculpted laurel wreaths of early 20th
century aspirational educational architecture.
Nevertheless, I smiled, noting that though a
car park now colonised some of the former
playground by the Girls’ End, the blaes pitches were busy as
ever with the Friday after-school sports seasonally dictated
by falling russet leaves from the flowering cherries.
“Yes…that’s me…thank you. Thank you so much….”
Through the swing doors, in the entrance hall once
distinctively redolent of the pungent Banda, which enabled
duplications in the pre-photocopier era, a reception team
of senior JS (still think JCS) grandchild-aged pupils supplied
me with my name badge, and relieved me of my coat,
indicating my next move to the Hall. I knew where the
Hall was of course. Daily Assembly with a high standard
of piano accompaniment, a statuesque hymn - ‘Jerusalem’
or ‘Sing to the Lord A Joyful song’ - readings by senior
pupils (public speaking was never to be a trial for any of us,
rigorously drilled in this throughout our time there) brass
ensemble rehearsals, orchestra rehearsals, choir and opera
rehearsals, all performed on the parquet which seemed to
be the only surviving feature from our century.
I walked slowly, momentarily solitary and uncertain, into the
hub of voices, all at the slightly raised pitch and tempo of
excitement.
“Oh…Ruth!” “Oh…Jennifer!” “Oh..Gillian, Ronnie, Arlene,
Vicki, Eleanor, Laura, Chris, Brian, Fergus, Peter, Michael,
Anne…….” Sometimes there was a minute pause to scan
a name badge, but miraculously, we didn’t seem to have
changed….that much. What hugs and hugs.
The present day Jordanhill staff were tactful facilitators,
offering canapés, prosecco and polite conversation as
appropriate, and we were encouraged to take a tour of the
12
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How it came about
Meeting up with former classmates for
regular coffee mornings can be a rich
source of all kind of information. As
a result, Arlene Simpson (now Brown)
Head Girl of the class of ’67, heard back
in 2015 that a 50-year reunion was
being planned by the class of ’66. This
prompted Arlene to think of arranging
one for the class of ’67, and when
the subject was broached again a few
months later by the ‘coffee girls’, she
agreed to undertake the organisation
of this event, approaching the School,
where she made the acquaintance
of Sheena and Joanna, and the rest is
history.
The first task was to remember
who was in the class of ’67, then find
them. It was amazing how people
produced addresses, phone numbers,
email addresses, and even ‘Googled’,
in an attempt to find our classmates.
Many photos were sent in: sports
teams, various trips, and a full set of
class photos, for which we managed a
complete list of names from P1 to S6.
Despite illness and changed holiday
plans, we nevertheless mustered almost
40 of our number from far and wide,
including South Africa, The Netherlands
and Vermont USA, at the School, on the
evening of Friday September 15.

school in small groups. I had thought about this, when
deciding What To Wear, remembering the size of the
school, and the miles of staircases to be negotiated.
Nevertheless, although our young guides courteously
led us up and through the curious metamorphoses
of our old corridors and rooms, (once hard-wearing
sombre hues and sterile white tiles, now so soothingly
on-trend) and though we did our best to act as the
responsible adults we must have become, in spite of
the surrealism of being allowed to bring our drinks
along, we were too preoccupied with our own
recollections to take in much commentary.
“Surely the ceiling’s been lowered?” “This was a
science lab.” “No, no - it was one of the Art rooms.
North-facing windows.” “ Do you remember those
fits of temper? - You’d never get off with that kind of
thing nowadays!” “Oh, that was our Council Room!”
Sorry S6 couriers - you know what grandparents
are like, after all. None of us complained about the
stairways however, and weirdly, they didn’t seem as
endless as they once did.
Dr Thomson welcomed us warmly. I wondered
if anyone else felt like responding with, ‘Painted
emblems of a race..” from our last school G & S,
‘Ruddigore’, which seemed appropriate, just then.
Dinner. Ground floor, close to where the old
refectory once cooked eternal cabbage, in the ‘Boys
End’. An elegant ex-classroom hung with prime
examples of highly-skilled pupils’ work. We were
pre-arranged into four tables, by Arlene Simpson
(now Brown) our Head Girl. Arlene always was, and
always shall be uber efficient. On that bleak black
rainy Saturday May morning in 1961, when some of
us came as 12 year-old to sit our entrance exams,
Arlene’s was the friendly helpful face deputed to
show us hopefuls to the cloakrooms and classrooms.
Abiding victim of her own success, she inevitably
drew the short straw of hauling all of us, the class of
67, back together from the four corners of society,
with only eroded records from the days before social
media, and had us all more or less organised months
beforehand. The perfect hostess, Arlene was on her
feet, circulating and speaking to everyone throughout
the evening. Respect.
By Arlene’s side for her enchanting speech, (which
Jordanhill School
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had us hilariously failing to work out how
many days it took a man to work out how
many farthings were not in a……) was a
scary bi-fringed Lochgelly, and our Head Boy,
Peter Maclaren, now resident in Vermont. I
thought he said, ‘Provence’ till I re-read his
card. Note to self: Prod NHS Highland to
get a move on with the hearing aids.) I was
surprised that Peter had rejected his former
trademark kilt in favour of a boardroom suit,
but he assured me that he has by no means
abandoned the tartan, so no more needs be
said.
While Arlene and Peter circulated with admirable professionalism, most of the rest of us were less agile,
miring ourselves indulgently in deeper dialogues with him or her, as births marriages and deaths, tragedies
and triumphs were shared.
“Where’s the loo?”
My bestie and I, plus another boy, took courage and had a recce into quiet, smartly painted, puzzling
unknown territory.
“Did we ever actually go to school in this place?”
“What have they put here ?”
“Oh, hallelujah! - Toilets!”
Grown ups, grandparents, possessors of degrees and pensions, we three nevertheless made a pact to
wait until each was ready, to find our way back together through our school, to the others.

Class of 1967
Back Row: David Henderson | Jim Hastie | Ruth Whittaker (Mitchell) | Sheila McRitchie (Logan) |
Brian Turnbull | Norman Gray | Ronnie Henderson | Ronnie Birnie | Chris Johnston | Eric Woodburn
Middle Row: Muriel Lockerbie | Dorothy Kennedy (Gibson) | Maureen Galloway (Grant) |
Pamela Smith | Lesley Smith | Fergus Duncanson | Elinor Anderson (Christie) | Jean Munro (Robertson) |
Carol Calder (Scobbie)
Seated: Carole Stewart (Arthur) | Laura Mackay (Christie) | Gillian Pearson (Richmond) | June Anderson
(Edgar) | Bill Paterson | Eddie Livingston | Peter Maclaren | Arlene Brown (Simpson) |
Jennifer Wylie (Geekie) | Anne Stenhouse (Hadley) | Moira McAra (Wilson) | Yvonne McConnell (Dyke) |
Irene Gorman (Galletly) | Pam Gotts (Scott)

Gradually, there grew perceptible anxiety that the clock ticked, not towards midnight, but more urgently
towards 10.00pm, when carriages were expected. Back in the hall, smartphones were prodded into
desperate last minute capture of new emails, numbers, our monochrome class pictures and other
souvenirs. Some items of outmoded uniform hung on display.
There is no chart to colour the warmth of feeling we felt for each other. In some cases it was so easy, for
we simply fell back into the comfortably friendly grooves which we had worn at that stage in our lives
when friendship was a straightforward option. The surprising recognition was that those with whom we
hadn’t necessarily had such close friendships, were people with whom we now had a palpable bond. We
all knew, after all, who and what we had been, and with our privileged, shared educational history, and the
sheer unbelievable delight that we at least, had made it that far, those moments of new discovery were
trebly precious.
I don’t think that anyone was able to sleep much before 2.00am, revolving the events of the whole
enchanting evening, and the challenge of identifying the time and place for our next get together - to
celebrate the year of our corporate Big Seven-Oh, naturally!
In the meantime, a huge thank you to Dr Thomson, Sheena, Joanna, the senior pupils, catering and
janitorial staff for welcoming us back and looking after us so brilliantly, from - well, The Class of ’67!
Ruth Mitchell (Whittaker)
14
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Class of 1968

Eric Armstrong | Duncan Birss | Kim Robertson | Rhona Lloyd | Eileen Duncan | Neil Cameron |
Carol Gardner | Elizabeth Wilson | Deb Checkland | Pauline Cairney | Charlie Dand | Hilda Murphy |
Jill Goodall | Alison Rae | Barry Dikstra | Dianne Edgar | Anne Young | Lyn Rankine | Ray Fulton |
Billy Gatherer | Margaret Dick | Anne Lambert | Derek Grant | Anne Harris | Irene Meiklejohn |
Norrie Kee | Gordon Laverie | Jonathan Lennox | Sandy Lyall | Robin MacLaren | Hilary Wright |
Peter Marsh | Mary McCabe | Iain McGregor | Alastair McNab | David Moir | Billy Newell |
Isabel Nisbet | Trudy Smith | Kenneth Quinn | Andrew Robertson | Alastair Scouller | Morag Kennedy |
Elizabeth Carruthers | Howard Smith | Iain Smith | James Sneddon | Alexander Stewart | Moira Blain |
Alan Waugh | Michael Weir | Brian Wilkie | Judy Snodgrass | Judy Macleod
Jordanhill School
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Reunion 1968

Stirling Twins @ 90

Where did the time go? 50 years and we have
gone from kids to OAP’s !!!

In September 2017 May and Isabel Stirling will
celebrate their 90th birthday. Known locally as
the ‘Stirling Twins’, the identical sisters attended
Jordanhill College School all through their
school years, from 1932 to 1944. They grew
up in Austen Road and their brother Allan also
attended the school.

It was a casual mention to me (in Australia) via
email from Eric Armstrong of how it was 50 years
since we left school. I replied and said ‘let’s have a
reunion’ and hey Bingo the Reunion was born! The
brilliant sleuthing of Derek Grant sourcing long
lost former pupils guaranteed that everyone who
could attend did.
The invitation was for all pupils from our year
whether they left in 1966, 1967 or 1968 and a
total of 54 attended. Some made it from Australia,
USA, and the Netherlands whilst the others
came from England, Wales, the Scottish highlands,
lowlands and islands.
What a joy it was to recognize old friends and
faces and find out what had transpired during
these missing years!
The school did us proud with the Rector
popping in to say hello and a great presentation
of old photos and relics including a “Strap” - ah
memories!
The tour of the school left my poor legs aching
with the stairs but it was thrilling to recognize the
old classrooms despite the modern desks and
equipment! Our meal was delicious and the wine
and conversation flowed in equal parts.
We can’t thank Sheena and Joanna (from the
school) enough for making the evening a memory
that is priceless.
We look forward to our next reunion in 5 years.”
Lyn Fulton (Rankine)

In Primary they looked so alike that they wore
their initials on their tunics so teachers and pupils
could tell them apart. They often shared prizes
and awards, including the Class Prize in their last
year of Primary. Later both were enthusiastic
sportswomen, playing tennis and hockey for the
school teams, often with one as team captain and
the other vice-captain, and both were Prefects in
their final year.
May and Isabel remember when the school
building was taken over by the army during
the war and lessons were held in various local
buildings until the school moved into the College
for the rest of the war.
When they left school in 1944 May became
a bookkeeper and secretary, and Isabel an art
teacher. Both married local boys whom they met
at Woodend Tennis Club, and went on to have
three children each, all of whom attended
Jordanhill. The families settled near each other in
Broomhill and holidayed together every summer.
May’s daughter Jennifer attended Jordanhill from
5 to 18, as did Isabel’s sons Michael, Brian and
Gregor (Smyth). When May (now Gillespie)
and her husband Innes moved to Hereford in
the early 70s her younger children, Linda and
Rob, were still in Primary and completed their
schooling in England. Gregor still lives in Glasgow
and his sons, Jordan and Lewis, have both
attended Jordanhill. Gregor regularly attends the
former pupils’ golf outings. The families remain close and were very saddened by Brian’s death in 2016.
In later years Isabel was a keen golfer and May had an antiques business. The twins are still very close
despite the distance between their homes, and this spring Jennifer and Linda took May to Glasgow to
spend some time with Isabel. They enjoyed revisiting old haunts like Woodend where they had both
been members, and they were delighted that the school gates were open and they were able to spend a
bit of time at the school - from the outside, at least, not so different today from when they left 73 years
ago.
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Agnes ‘Nessie’ Kinnis

choose which portion.’
One afternoon she quietly told us about her father’s recent death, and the time they had spent with him in his last
days; on another, discussing modulation of the voice, she did a wickedly funny and high-pitched impression of The
Queen, early in her reign - ‘My husband and I…!’ On still another, she instructed us on how best to separate an egg
- ‘Juggle the yolk from one half-shell to the other. You can dollop the whole thing on a saucer and use an egg-cup,
but the shell trick is best, Seven B…’

Agnes ‘Nessie’ Kinnis, for thirteen years a much-loved and
respected member of Jordanhill’s Primary Department, died in
Edinburgh on 23rd February. She was eighty-seven years old.
The daughter of a Glasgow railway engineer, Agnes Inglis Erskine
was born in October 1929 - among that fortunate generation
who would first win social mobility through free higher education
- and grew up in a city tenement until life in 1939 was so
thoughtlessly interrupted by Hitler.

Though she prepared meticulously for class, she was never afraid to let discussion go off at a tangent if something
came into a pupil’s head - ‘That’s how children really learn,’ she confided nearly four decades later.
She never used the belt - she never needed to; though could throw a convincing believe-me-you-will-beg-for-death
fury when occasion demanded. There were few second offenders and, somehow, you never held a grudge.

Evacuated to Coylton in Ayrshire, Nessie stayed with her
grandmother and shone in the village school and at Ayr Academy,
excelling in class and taking avidly to piano, the violin - she was an
Associate of the College of Violinists by her thirteenth birthday and the elocution lessons so prized in that era.
She completed her schooling at Whitehill Secondary School from whence Andrew Walker had returned in 1936 to become
the fourth headmaster of Jordanhill - and carried off the Dux
medal, as well as leading the school orchestra. Winning a bursary
to the University of Glasgow, Nessie read French and German,
with appropriate time on the war-battered Continent. After
graduation she enrolled at Jordanhill College of Education, passing
out with Distinction in Teaching.

We never saw her seriously thrown. One lad - the son of a Director of Education - once protested, when
corrected on the proper construction of a given sentence, ‘But, Mrs Kinnis, we never speak like this!’ ‘No, dear,’ she
said smoothly. ‘But I’m not teaching you how to speak. I am teaching you how to write.’
Rarely, indeed, had she not the last word and she was not averse to making little jokes about colleagues. We were
often regaled by Mr Davidson’s musical class, in the room above, and Mrs Kinnis once cracked, ‘Really, boys and girls,
I’ve told him to stop rehearsing the “Hallelujah Chorus,” because I keep feeling we ought all to stand up.’

Bill and Nessie

She had the brains for a seat in the Cabinet, but in 1950 school-teaching was still virtually the only profession
where men and women could compete on equal terms and Nessie unusually qualified to teach from Infant to
Sixth Form level - which, at varied points in her long career, she duly did.
Music lifelong enthralled her and it was through a shared interest in choral singing that she met a handsome young
lawyer, Dr William Kinnis. They married in July 1959 and settled initially in Lochgilphead, where Bill had secured
his first job as a newly qualified solicitor. The arrival of their daughters Kay (1961) and Kirsty (1964) made their
happiness complete and, as a couple, they shared a lifelong love of travel.
By 1970 Mrs Kinnis could resume teaching, at first on supply (‘I taught at every school in Glasgow!’ she chuckled
in December 2014) and then held longer positions in Maryhill and Scotstoun, before winning a post at Jordanhill
College School in August 1972. Living on Southbrae Drive and with both her daughters enrolled, it proved
the perfect theatre for her talents as she joined an Upper Primary Department of extraordinary calibre and
camaraderie under the leadership of Mary Mann.
Mrs Kinnis was a teacher of sparkling ability. Tall, possessed of a rich and gurglesome voice, confidently poised on
elegant court-heels, she commanded the classroom like a stage and would have cheerfully agreed with Eleanor
McArthur that teaching is really ‘just a lot of hammy acting.’
She taught our Primary Seven class mathematics to such a high standard that we all but trod water in Form One.
Following where Miss Goodwin had begun, she improved our light conversational French, sweeping into Room 24
each morning with an exuberant ‘Bon jour, mes enfants! Asseyez-vous…’
Of regal bearing and ferocious intelligence, she led us in much moral discussion, worked hard on training us in
public speaking, and exhorted us to stretch our taste in reading - ‘You know, children, you’re at an age now when
we’re really trying to wean you off Enid Blyton.’ Lessons were ever lit by recollections from her travels - Paris,
Salzburg, the Netherlands. She often told warm tales of her daughters.
‘Remember this trick, class. When my girls had to share a piece of cake, I always made one cut and the other
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Nessie retired early in 1985 and by then, she and Bill were living in Bearsden; they later repaired to Newton
Mearns and by century’s end were established in St Andrews. The global travel continued, as did music and a
particular treat for Mrs Kinnis - cryptic crossword puzzles - and every Christmas brought not just a card from her
but a long and newsy letter, telling of the latest holidays, the prospering careers of the girls (Kay the barrister and
judge; Kirsty a high-level banker) and, in time, the exploits of grandchildren.
By the new century, though - and in a cruel affliction for one so fond of books and puzzles - Mrs Kinnis was
progressively losing not just her hearing, but her sight. The annual epistle had soon to be dictated to Bill.
In March 2014 Nessie suffered a shattering blow - the death of Bill, some years her junior, after brief cruel illness
through which Nessie nursed him sacrificially. By November, she was in an Edinburgh care-home, quite blind and
almost completely deaf, and one went to visit, at first, in trepidation - only to find her contented, cheerful, making
the most of her new environment,
and happy to talk for hours on end
and with rich feline wit about her
days at Jordanhill and all the school’s
characters and personalities, her mind
as sharp as ever and her voice no less
rich and resonant.
It was the present writer’s perhaps
unique experience to have Mrs Kinnis
as his Primary One class-teacher (in
Scotstoun Primary School) and as his
Primary Seven mistress in Jordanhill and his debt to her is incalculable.
Agnes Kinnis is survived by her
cherished daughters, Kay and Kirsty,
and her prized grandchildren, Jenny,
Henry, Struan, Rory and Imogen.
John MacLeod

L to R: Margaret Goodwin, Margaret Hogg,
Nessie Kinnis, John MacLeod, Mary Mann 2010
Jordanhill School
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Charity Dinner 2017
Thank you to everyone who helped to raise over
£4,000 in aid of Flourish House. Particular thanks to
our team of S6 helpers. A great night was had by all!
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Prizegiving
22nd June 2017

The principal guest at this year’s Prizegiving was
Professor Sir Richard “Rick” Trainor who is currently
Rector of Exeter College, Oxford. Rick was ViceChancellor of the University of Greenwich from
2000 to 2004 and then Principal of King’s College
London from 2004 to 2014.
Prior to moving south, Rick was Senior Viceprincipal at the University of Glasgow where his
wife Marguerite Dupree is Honorary Professor
with a particular interest in the history of medicine.
Their two children Richard and Meg attended
Jordanhill School. We were delighted that Meg was
able to attend.

School Dux SV
Maia Gibb
Proxime Accessit SV
Eilidh Traynor
William T. Branston Memorial Dux SVI
Chiara van den Hoven
Andrew Walker Proxime Accessit SVI
Qasim Aslam
Robert Galbraith Young Prize in
Mathematics & Science
Jamie MacKinnon
House Shield Winners
Crawfurd
Young Musician of the Year
Peader Hay
Sports Champions
Adrienne Murray
Harry Davidson

Rick graduated from Brown University with a BA
summa cum laude and subsequently earned MAs
from Princeton University and Merton College,
Oxford, before completing his D.Phil. in 1981 at
Nuffield College, Oxford.
His honorary knighthood for services to higher
education was made substantive by Queen
Elizabeth II following his assumption of British
nationality in December 2010.
During the ceremony the School Captains, Cairney
and Preston McGoldrick presented a cheque for
£17,000 to Flourish House.
Cairney and Preston also introduced their
successors Nuala Lynch Small and Matthew Bruton.
All of the photographs from the day can be viewed
and ordered online from the Parents page on the
web site.
22
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Higher Photography 2016-17
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Sporting
Achievements

Hockey
The Senior Hockey Team were runners up in the District Cup final against Hutcheon’s Grammar at
Glasgow Green National Hockey Centre and second in the district tournament at HSOG.

Jordanhill pupils achieved a number of outstanding
results in 2016-17. A full list is available on the Sports
Blog. Well done to all pupils!

Scottish School Athletics
Three athletes represented Jordanhill at the Scottish
Schools Athletics at Grangemouth Stadium on Friday
9th and Saturday 10th June 2017.
Adie Murray (S4) and Max Milarvie (S6) both ran
great heats and qualified for the 800m final. In tough
races they gave a great effort and finished 4th and 7th
respectively.
Jamie MacKinnon (S6) also qualified for the 800m final
finishing 4th. He saved his best performance for the
1500m where Jamie won the Gold Medal - an amazing
achievement!
Adie was also selected for the Scottish Schools
International Track and Field team, and competed in the
800m at Santry Stadium, Dublin, Ireland on Saturday
15th July, 2017.
Well done to Jamie, Max and Adie.
Jamie has had a number of impressive achievements in
running
• Selected to run for Scotland U18s at Celtic games
July 2016 at 1500 steeplechase in Wales and won
gold.
• Selected to run for Scottish schools by the Scottish
International Athletics board in March 2017 again in
Wales.
• Finished 7th at Scottish schools X country and
helped the team to a Gold medal.
• Top of Scottish 2K steeplechase U20 rankings with 2
years more to go in age group.
• Finished 4th in the 800m and won gold in the
1500m at Scottish Schools athletics at Grangemouth
Stadium in June 2017.

The following pupils were selected for Districts where they competed at the Scottish Inter District
Tournament;
•
•
•
•

Under 18 District team
U18 Indoors		
Under 16			
Under 14			

Marnie Richmond, Lauren Glen
Marnie Richmond, Lauren Glen
Adie Murray
Priyanka Sharma and Grace Hamilton

Both the U14 & U18 West District teams won their tournaments.
To date 5 pupils have been selected for the district training squads in 2017-18:
U18 Daisy MacNiven, Adie Murray, Marnie Richmond and Mia Kennedy
U16 Grace Hamilton

In recognition of his achievement, Jamie was awarded
the Hutcheson Quaich.
Marnie Richmond | Lauren Glen | Adie Murray
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Grace Hamilton and Priyanka Sharma
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Football

Tennis

The S2 football team progressed to the
final of the Crookston Cup after a thrilling
7-6 penalty victory against St Peter the
Apostle, following a 4-4 draw in the semifinal. In the final the boys came up against
a strong Holyrood team who won in
extra time, following a 1-1 draw in normal
time.

Kiera Wintle made her international debut for
Scotland in the Tennis Home Nations’ Championship
in Cardiff in September. Kiera and her partner were
unbeaten in the 12 and under doubles, winning a total
of four of their six rubbers.

Rugby

Glasgow Schools Cross Country

Finlay Smith (5SM) and Luca Cabrelli
(5MO) represented Glasgow North
U18’s in two trial matches against
Glasgow South U18’s.

The effort that all runners put into the Glasgow
Schools Primary and Secondary Cross Country
Championships was fantastic.

Robbie Renwick (S3) was named captain
of the U16’s Glasgow squad while Finlay
Callaghan was selected for the Glasgow
U17s squad.
Joel Wintle and Ewan Higgins have had
Glasgow U16 and U15 trials respectively.
Ciaran Callaghan is in the Glasgow U20
squad.

Netball
S5/6 netball team finished second in the
Glasgow Netball league narrowly missing
out to Holyrood.

The Girl’s school tennis team reached the semi-finals
of the Scottish Cup.

Seven Secondary teams were entered with 5 gaining
medals, 4 gold (S1, S2 & S3 boys & S3 girls).
Individual medals were won by Joanna Littlefield silver, Jamie Hill - silver, Josh McDermott - silver.
Six Primary teams were entered with 4 gaining medals,
1 being gold.
P7, S1, S2 & S3 boys & S3 girls - overall winners GOLD
P6 boys - silver
P5 girls - silver
P7 girls & Senior boys - bronze
Beth Bushell - silver
Joanna Littlefield - silver
Jamie Hill - silver
Josh McDermott - silver

Secondary Team of the Year:
Scottish Schools Cross Country
The Senior boys team won the gold Medal at the
Scottish Schools Cross Country Championships
• Daniel Smith
• Max Milarive
• Jamie MacKinnon
• Charlie Milarive
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Primary Team of the Year: Scottish
Schools Cross Country

Scottish National Badminton Championships
Alice Campbell won both the U15 Scottish National Singles and
Doubles titles.

Silver Medallists: P7 Girls
•
•
•
•
•

Beth Bushell
Mhairi Low
Daisy Findlay
Emma Hughes
Ava Wadsworth

Alice also took part in the U15 Quadrangular badminton competition
where the Scotland squad came second to England in the team event
beating Ireland and Wales decisively.
In the singles competition Alice reached the semi-finals losing to the
eventual winner.

Swimming
Scottish Schools
Angus Nicol (S4)
Boys 15-16 100 Metre Freestyle
Boys 15-16 200 Metre Freestyle

Alice won the final of the mixed doubles beating 3 of England’s best
pairings and Ireland’s number one pairing en route. So that makes
her British and Irish u15 mixed doubles champions.

Gold
Silver

Alice played in the Glasgow International Youth Badminton
Championships 20th to 22nd May 2017, which attracted 200 players
from many countries.This was Alice’s final Badminton tournament of
the season and she reached the semi-final in U15 doubles and won the U15 title in the mixed doubles with
her partner Michael Maguire. They had to beat couples from England, number one Irish pair, and the top
seeds who were the number pair from Sweden to reach the final. The final was against another Swedish
pair which was a close match, but Alice and Michael triumphed.

British Swimming Summer Championships
Congratulations to Angus Nicol S4 Smith and Lawrence Campbell
S5 Crawfurd who swam in the British Swimming Summer
Championships in Sheffield at the end of July. Angus qualified
in several individual events. Lawrence and Angus qualified in all
3 junior relays as part of the City of Glasgow Swim team. They
performed well in the heats and qualified for the final in the Boy’s
14-16 years 4x100 Freestyle. Celebrations ensued as they swan
(3:40.94) and set 2 new Scottish National Junior records.

Congratulations to Alice on all these amazing achievements!

Glasgow School Athletics Secondary
Well done to all pupils who participated in the Athletics. Congratulations to our medal winners!

Scottish National Age Group Swimming
Championships
Angus Nicol (S4 2016-17)
Bronze 50m freestyle aged 16yrs
Bronze 4x100 Medley relay aged 14-16 yrs

Tony Anderson --Now S2
Silver 50m freestyle 13/u
Bronze 200 IM 13/u
Bronze 100 freestyle 13/u

Lawrence Campbell -- Now S6
Bronze 4 x 100 freestyle relay aged 17+

Glasgow Schools Swimming
Anna
Cockburn

Gold (Girls U13 50m Backcrawl)
Silver (Girls U13 50m Freestyle)

Freja Green Silver (Girls U14 50m Backcrawl)
Bronze (Girls U1450m Freestyle)
Charlotte
Hughes

Jordanhill School

Gold (Boys U13 50m Breaststroke).
Gold (Boys U13 50m Butterfly new
event record)

Adam
Silver (Boys U16 100m Breaststroke)
Farquharson Bronze (Boys U16 100m Freestyle)

Bronze (Girls U16 100m Freestyle) Lawrence
Campbell

Girls U14 4x25m Relay - Silver 						
Boys U16 4x50m Relay - Silver 						
32

Tony
Anderson

Bronze (Boys 16 & over 100m
Backcrawl)

Primary
Beth Bushell 600m Gold
Chrissie Francis 600m Bronze
Eilidh McArthur Standing Broad Jump Bronze

S3
Joel Wintle – Gold Triple Jump & Silver 1500m
Jojo Littlefield – Gold 1500m

S1
Joshua Sumpter – Silver Discus
Carrick Gibb – Bronze Sprint Hurdles & High Jump
Amy Quigg – Bronze Sprint Hurdles
Jamie Hill – Silver 800m

S5
Adie Murray – Gold 800m
Finlay Callaghan – Gold Shot Putt
Sam MacIver – Bronze 100m and Long Jump
Fergus Blyth – Silver 800m
Cameron Doull – Bronze 800m

S2
Grace Hamilton – Silver 100m
Kiera Wintle – Bronze Javelin

2017 Glasgow Multi events
Congratulations to Joel Wintle (S3) who won Gold and Tony Anderson (S1) who won Bronze at the Glasgow
Multi events at Hutchesons Grammar School.

Anna Cockburn, Jennifer Gillespie, Katie Smith
& Freja Green
Harry Anderson, Adam Farquaharson, Tom Keeley
& Josh McDermott
Jordanhill School
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Summer Ball 2017:
Marr Hall

The summer ball for S5 and S6 was held again this
year at Marr Hall. The excellent facilities combined
with the kind weather provided an ideal setting
with full advantage taken of the terrace overlooking
the Clyde. School captains Cairney and Preston
McGoldrick welcomed everyone who went on
to enjoy an excellent meal and the dancing which
followed. Our thanks to all the teachers who
supported the event and to the staff at Marr Hall.
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Sports Day 2017
Congratulations to all competitors for their outstanding efforts on Sports Day.
Sports Champions (2016-17 year groups)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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P7 Boys 		
P7 Girls 		
S1 Boys 		
S1 Girls 		
S2 Boys 		
S2 Girls 		
S3 Boys 		
S3 Girls 		
Senior Boys
Senior Girls

Jordanhill School

1st Calum Crearie 2nd Flynn Abu-Rajab 3rd Luke O’Donnell
1st Beth Bushell 2nd Daisy Findlay 3rd Mhairi Low
1st Tony Anderson 2nd Jamie Hill 3rd Kieran Mackie
1st Ella Ritchie 2nd Nina Slowe 3rd Sarah Ross & Amy Quigg
1st Kevin Lynch Small 2nd Oliver Kennedy 3rd Euan Menzies
1st Grace Hamilton 2nd Kirsten Hay 3rd Katherine Leith
1st Joe Ure 2nd Joel Wintle 3rd Robbie Renwick
1st Priyanka Sharma 2nd Joanna Littlefield 3rd Anna Nixon
1st equal Sam MacIver and Harry Davidson 3rd Andrew McCourt
1st Adie Murray

Jordanhill School
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Geobus Visit
The Geobus group from the Geography Depar tment at the
University of St Andrews visited on the 23rd August 2017.
When we walked into our classroom there were microscopes on
two tables and rocks and fossils set up on the other two tables. I sat
at the microscopes.
Our teacher for the period was Sean who is a palaeontologist. This
is someone who studies prehistoric life. A fossil is the remains or
traces of an ancient living organism. Sean talked to us about fossils
and we got to look at a few trilobites and we had to sketch them
in a booklet they gave us.
We then learned about Ammonites and examined one under the
microscope and it looked strange. Then we looked at limestone which is a lot of animals crushed up into
stone. After that we looked at coral. He talked about how we (Scotland) used to have a lot of coral because
we were located in a tropical location but that was millions of years ago.
The second lesson was about volcanoes. We did an experiment where we put a bolt in a cup which was
connected to a party popper and we could see how many bolts the cup could hold without the party
popper popping. Each bolt represented one day of a volcano building up its lava. My group got 66 bolts in
the cup before it popped which was a decent score but another group got 122. I don’t know how they
got that many!
The purpose of this experiment was to estimate when to evacuate the settlements close to volcanic activity.
We looked at the different types of volcanoes, ones that spurt out lava and ones that ooze out lava. They
are all located on the border of the Pacific A.K.A.The Ring of Fire. Overall, I found the volcano activity more
fun than the fossil activity but some of the fossils were still interesting to look at.
Michael Fyfe 2Sm

UK Maths Challenge 2017
Last term, we entered S1 and S2 pupils into the United Kingdom Mathematics Trust (UKMT) Junior
Maths Challenge.
Richard Yu, who was then in S1 St John, qualified
for the Junior Maths Olympiad and achieved a
Certificate of Distinction and a Bronze medal.
Euan Menzies, who was in S2 Montgomerie,
qualified for the Pink Kangaroo Challenge which
is taken by pupils across Europe. He achieved a
Certificate of Participation.
Congratulations to both pupils and we look
forward to their continuing success in Maths in the
future: well done!
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Maths Masterclass
Embarking on a journey to Edinburgh University
was quite exciting to be honest. With a day filled
with Maths fun and puzzles, we were able to enjoy
the entire day as well as work along with other
people too.
Getting ourselves quickly registered was just the
start. Over in the café, we were issued with loads of
puzzles and I think for about half an hour, we were
busy immersed into the world of Maths.
Everyone was then taken over to a lecture theatre
to be briefed on the day ahead. Split into two
groups, we were escorted over to a study room
to discover the world of Graphs and Networks.
This was presented by Samantha Durbin who was
a mathematician.
Delving into the rich history of Euclid and Euclidean
mathematics was quite fascinating and applying this
to practical situations in life was pretty worthwhile.
A lot of group work and problem solving was
involved in this and it was quite nice to hear people’s
input into solving a range of easy to complicated
problems. In the masterclass session, everyone got
to see the complexity of Maths and different unsolved problems such as the ‘P vs NP problem.’Time seemed
to fly by so quickly as lunch was soon after that and still we were kept busy with doing a problem solving
quiz in teams of four. Proving to be quite hard and challenging, we solved problems that we never could
and this just shows that we are capable of more than we think we are.
Led into another lecture theatre, Hamish Todd, a biologist took the lead explaining the different crystals and
viruses in our everyday lives. Obviously, Maths had a lot to do with this as we explored different dimensions
all the way from 1D to 6D. Looking closely at various patterns and sequences was really interesting too.
Moreover, all of this smashed into a thrilling world of virtual reality was just awesome. He was teaching us
using virtual reality tools and who knows, this might be the way people should be taught – it just makes
the whole lecture a lot more fun and practical. Rotational symmetry played an immense part in this too
and several planes and graphs were hugely involved in learning about crystals and viruses. Observing these
things microscopically was also a major thing that we did and it was quite stunning to see these viruses and
crystals close –up and the numerous shapes that put the whole thing together.
It seemed quite clear that everyone loved being there in the James Clerk Maxwell Building, with the explosion
of chatter going in the lecture theatre. We were asked to fill out a questionnaire and a lot of information and
resources were provided to keep us engaged with Maths activities and a final meeting wrapped the whole
Maths Masterclass up with prizes being awarded at the end for the team who won the quiz. Regardless of
the fact that our team missed out on one, to be honest, it’s fair to say that everyone worked really hard,
tried their best and most of all, worked together and massively enjoyed the day. Overall, looking back on it,
it was a really productive, pleasant experience and we’re glad we got the chance to go.
Prithika Santhakumar and Priyanka Santhakumar
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P5 Outdoor Education
2017-18
Last summer term P5 took on the challenges of nature!
We kayaked, canoed and sailed at Bardowie Loch and
orienteered and carried out Outdoor Science at Mugdock
Country Park.
There was a lot of chatter and mixed feelings as we jumped
onto the bus and travelled to our first session. Some of us
were excited, some had butterflies in our stomachs and
some were a little worried about the challenges ahead. After
a few weeks however we were filled with joy at the thought
of exploring nature! All of us learned to work better as a
team and respect the environment around us.
We personally thoroughly enjoyed Outdoor Education
because it was an entirely new experience for us. Every
week we were always rather miserable to leave.
Sailing was fun but tricky when harsh weather arose and
we had to steer our boats against strong waves. Everyone
played an important role in the team! A lot of the class also
learnt how to tie a proper knot.
Canoeing, like sailing, involved teamwork while we travelled
across the loch. We also had to learn to be daredevils with
no fear when we had to wobble the boat.
Outdoor Science and orienteering were less about water
and more about exploring.We ventured into lush green grass,
marshy areas, brown mud and many of the lesser-explored
parts of Mugdock. We learnt about how to navigate using
a map and how to remember the surroundings of certain
areas to come back to later. We took part in a tree survey
and learnt about lichen.
As a whole we believe the entire year of P5 would highly
recommend Outdoor Education to all of the pupils down
the school. Outdoor Education is a fabulous experience,
everyone enjoys it and we hope that future pupils who
participate will enjoy it too.
Kerry Docherty and Alistair Hillis
Every pupil who took part in Outdoor Education
last year has received a Discovery Award from
the John Muir Trust as recognition for their
efforts in discovering, exploring, conserving
and sharing the natural environment. Well
done P5!
Jordanhill School
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P6 Abernethy 2017
Our P6 trip to Abernethy… WOW, what an
adventure that was! From the minute 66 P6’s,
a couple of teachers and a few S6 helpers
got on the bus for the three and a half hour
journey, we just knew it was going to be
exciting. Unfortunately we were delayed for
an hour because there had been a serious
accident on the road to Abernethy, but
thankfully our buses were not involved and we
were all safe.
On arrival at the Abernethy activity centre, we
all roared with excitement as we had finally
arrived for our 5 day adventure. After we
got off the bus and had all settled down a bit
and finished our lunches, Mrs McCall and Mr
Cameron told us what rooms the boys would be in and what chalets the girls were in. I was in chalet A
(the best chalet!) with lots of my friends.
Our first activity was an orienteering challenge. We all split up into the activity groups we would be in
for the week. At the end of each day at Abernethy we got free time where we could go swimming, play
games in the games room, play outside or go back to our rooms. We had fun at the Explore sessions in
the evenings where we got to sing, dance and learn interesting stories. Every night at the Explore sessions
a group would perform a play that they had been practicing before we went to Abernethy.
The activities I really enjoyed in Abernethy were the Zip Wire, the Abseiling Tree, jumping into the
freezing lake (twice!) and the long walk around the Cairngorms. We enjoyed a movie night and a
barbecue night. We watched Moana, which is my favourite movie, so I really loved it. On the barbecue
night we had hot dogs, another favourite of mine.
On the last night of Abernethy, we had a feast in our chalet with loads of sweets and even some hot
chocolate. We had a great night with loads of laughter and fun. It was one of the best nights I’ve ever had!
It was a really good experience. I had a lot of fun and learned loads about Outdoor Education. I got over
my fear of really big heights and will always remember the abseiling!
Lyndsey Smith, P6A

Our Trip to York

On Monday 8th May Primary 7 travelled
150 miles to arrive at White Scar Caves - an
extraordinary and scary experience. We then
had to travel 50 more miles to arrive at the
Dubrovnik hotel.
On arrival everyone rushed into the grand
eating room to find out our rooms. I got
assigned a room with Cherry which I was
very happy with. Cherry and I were very lucky
because we had a balcony. Once we unpacked
everyone gathered to enjoy our lovely dinner.
Finally, we went up to our rooms to get ready
for bowling at Hollywood Bowl. After a long day
everyone went back to the hotel for some much
needed sleep.
Elizabeth McKay 7A
Monday the 8th May was the big day, we had to reach school at the normal time 9 o’clock. We all got on
the double decker bus - I sat at the top with Sean. It took us three and a half hours to White Scar caves.
My legs were asleep when we got off. I had to wear a helmet so it doesn’t hurt when we go under the
low parts of the cave. It wasn’t as cold as we got told it would be. I took lots of pictures of the caves.
After two and a half hours we arrived in the Dubrovnik hotel in Bradford. I stayed on the top floor. We
went to bowling after dinner. 
Waris Ahmed 7A
Tuesday was our day in York - it took 90
minutes to get there. First we went to York
Minster, it was cool. It is a cathedral with lots
of statues, some of them without heads. As
we looked up we saw lots of huge, colourful
stained glass windows. Then we had a snack and
popped into a sweet shop to buy some gifts
to take home. I also bought some rock which I
shared with Lola.
Next it was our turn for The Chocolate Story.
We found out about the history of chocolate
and about the famous factories in York, like
Terry’s chocolate orange. I loved the pretend
factory where we made lollypops. Then we had
lunch and went to The Castle Museum. It had a
dungeon and old street. It had a bit with lots of
toys and a 150-year-old rocking horse. Then we
went back to the hotel had dinner and went to
the park.
Ruby Burgess 7A
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On Wednesday we had a long journey to
Goathland. When we got there we took part in
an evacuation workshop on a steam train. We
were told facts about an evacuee’s experience.
We got to try on gas masks, it was good fun.

S1 Raasay 2017
A total of 92 S1 pupils made their way to Raasay at the end of May. Overall we had good weather and
everyone enjoyed all of the activities which included kayaking, climbing, abseiling, island exploring, sailing and
pier jumping..

We got off at Pickering and headed to Eden
Camp. This was one of my favourites bits of York.
There was lots of different World War 2 themed
huts including the rise of Hitler, the home front,
the U-boat, street at war, women at war and the
blitz. The blitz was my favourite hut! Then we all
met back, had ice lollies and headed back to the
hotel.
We had dinner and then we all went to the park
and played rugby, rounder’s or football. Then we
headed back to watch a DVD, then off to bed.
Anna Sutherland 7A
Thursday was the last day but definitely the
best, as this was the day we visited Flamingo
Land and we were all so excited and couldn’t
wait. We had been riding on the bus for some
time when suddenly we saw the entrance and
everyone started taking photos. First we had a
guide who took us round the zoo and explained
everything about the animals and answered
any questions we had. After the tour finished
we had bundles of times to go on rides. There
were so many rides all shapes and sizes, lengths
and widths, some tall, some small. We also went
on the water rides which left us dripping wet,
but we had the rest of the day to dry off! We
decided to get some lunch and sit in the sun on
the benches.
After lunch we decided to go on the ride
everyone was dreading. “Hero” where you were
in a cage, but in the end everyone ended up
having a go. There was one ride which only a
few people dared to go on, including me and
it was called “Kumali” which earned the title of
tallest roller coaster in the UK in 2009. We then
finished our day off with some shopping at the
gift shop. We all had an amazing time in York and
would definitely recommend it to all.
Beth McAuley 7A
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S1 Bannockburn
The main focus of S1’s Interdisciplinary learning
fortnight was the re-enactment of the Battle of
Bannockburn at the end of May/beginning of June.
The History, Modern Studies & RME department
led a programme of integrated learning activities
across several curricular areas including science, art,
geography, design and technology, the refectory and
music.
There were special events like the trip to the excellent
Bannockburn Centre in Stirling where pupils had the
chance to enhance their knowledge of the historical
period and battle through 3-D technology. Other
highlights included a day-long battle workshop from a
professional re-enactment company, which was hugely
enjoyed by the pupils – and staff as the pictures show!
Each battle re-enactment day required high levels of
organisation, leadership and creativity from our young
people taking part.
They devised their own scenes, dialogue and music
– each battle re-enactment was accompanied by a
battle soundtrack chosen by the pupils themselves.
Each battle day ended with a medieval feast in the
refectory, which also seemed popular!
We all had a huge amount of fun and as their
supervising teachers, we couldn’t have been prouder
of how our students responded successfully to this
challenge.
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S1 Teambuilding
August 2017
To start off the new school year the PE Department
organised a teambuilding event for all S1 pupils.
The pupils worked in their house groups to tackle
eight different challenges e.g. River Crossing and
Walk the Plank. Despite the wet weather the
pupils were very enthusiastic and worked hard
to figure out the different challenges.
The teambuilding event was a nice surprise to
start the morning. Our first activity was Minefield,
where we had to turn over and get a line of playing
cards without choosing the wrong one. It took
our team a long time but we eventually got there.
Our next activity was to cross the playground
without touching the ground, using some rope,
tape and some planks of wood, but this was easy
with our teammates support.
Other activities included guiding somebody into a
pen who was blindfolded by only using a whistle,
organise ourselves in alphabetical order without
falling off a plank and getting our team over a rope
only using the equipment available.
These activities helped me get to know people
and learn how to cooperate with them. I would
recommend it to others, it was great fun!
Alasdair Fisher S1
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S2 London
I think it’s safe to say that (despite the
lack of sleep), London with Jordanhill
School was amazing. I mean, it’s London.
Buckingham Palace, The Shard, the biggest
Primark in Europe? What’s not to like?
But there was also the people we spent
it with.
I don’t want to sound too sappy here,
but I loved being in London with my
friends, however overbearing they
might be. Whether it was singing Stick
it to the Man from School of Rock: The
Musical about ten octaves out of tune,
or singing along to the songs in Planet
Hollywood, or playing Kiss, Kill or Marry
with Disney characters, it was one of the
best experiences of my life. It even beats
freezing to death on top of a mountain
in northern Scotland with my hillwalkingadoring family (high levels of sarcasm
detected).

musical theatre nerd, and so seeing one
of my favourite movies on stage was
amazing. And the kids acting in it were so
talented! There’s really not much more I
can say.
And I want to say a quick thank-you
to the teachers who organised it (and
somehow managed to contain almost
ninety-nine hyper-active teenagers). I
mean, really. Thank you. That’s not an
everyday thing (though I kind of wish
it was), and they also had to deal with
pupils constantly asking to switch rooms,
organising tour guides, etc. etc….So, from
me (and probably everyone in S3), a big
thank you.
Kristy Galbraith

Months later, I still want to go back in
time and experience it all again, even
the whole breakfast-at-half-seven-whenI’m-usually-still-asleep fiasco. Because
even having to switch on the TV in our
hotel room to check the time because
our phones had been taken away was
hilarious when we ended up watching
Peppa Pig. Because, deep inside, I’m
ninety-nine per cent sure that I’m still a
child.
In summary (getting back to the point
here), London was everything I’d hoped
it would be – and more. Seriously. That’s
how amazing it was. I especially loved
visiting the Harry Potter Studios. Even
if almost everything was overpriced in
there, it was a surreal experience, getting
to see the magic of Harry Potter brought
to life.
There was also School of Rock: The
Musical. I absolutely loved that. Anyone
who knows me will know that I’m a big
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S3 Lockerbie
Manor 2017
S3 pupils travelled to the beautiful Dumfries
and Galloway countryside to spend a funfilled week of outdoor activities at the
picturesque Lockerbie Manor.
The trip was specifically designed to enable
pupils to expand social circles and to have a
go at activities that they may not normally
get the chance to experience in Glasgow.
A firm favourite amongst both staff and
pupils this year was the newly introduced
activity of paddle boarding, which resulted
in a significant number of unintentional dips
in the water!
Another new addition to this year’s trip was
the increased challenge of the overnight
expedition, which saw pupils trekking
through the scenic, but sometimes wet,
Moffat hills before setting up camp close
to the 500-foot deep hollow known as the
Devil’s Beef Tub.
Pupils felt a real sense of achievement
upon completion of the expedition and
many commented on their increased
confidence and enthusiasm regarding
outdoor challenges.
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Glasgow
Museums Art
Competition
Gold Medal
Congratulations to Hannah Drummond
on winning a Gold Medal in the
Glasgow Museums Art Competition
for her watercolour study of The Harpy
Celaeno (1902 by Mary Pownall) on
display at the Kelvingrove Art Gallery.

The Harpy Celaeno, 1902 by Mary Pownall

P7 Leavers 2017
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